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Suggest to me photos needed and content.
I’m looking at the left page being photos and
the right page being the copy content.

Komptech’s Crambo is a low-speed, dual-shaft shredder engineered to deliver high-throughput shredding for wood and organic waste.

S I M P L I C I T Y

It’s In Our Name & How

processing equipment than

We Do Business

Simplicity Engineering

premier dealer for material

Our Team Is Your Team

Simplicity Engineering is the
processing equipment,

Count On Us When It
Really Counts

Your expectations are high
Two words describe why

but so are our standards
• The Northeast’s full-

service, and parts in New

we are New England’s

service dealership –

England, New York, and

premier material handling

sales, service, parts, &

New Jersey. Heavy material

equipment supplier. Our

rentals

handling equipment of any

Team. Even though we

size is all we do. Whether

have been around for three

brands such as

you need new or pre-owned

decades, our team is

Komptech, R.D. Olson,

heavy machinery sales,

diverse and rich with

MGL, Indeco, Dymax, &

rental units, service, and

experience in products,

Corrosion Engineering

parts, this is the one place

sales, service, parts, and

you can count on. Since

just plain business sense.

service professionals

1997, Simplicity Engineering

We don’t have customers.

available 24/7

has served all of New En-

We have partners. This

gland including New York

means everyone has a

small, medium, and large

and New Jersey by offering

stake in each other’s

material processing

the top name brands in the

success. Any dealership

machines

business

can offer name-brand

• Carry the country’s top

• Certified heavy equipment

• Service and repair all

that can solve most issues

Whether it is shredders,

different because we work

on the jobsite or at our

separators, screeners,

with you on ideas and

location

stackers, or turners, we

solutions. Our team has

service all makes and mod-

one focus. You.

heavy equipment special-

• Northeast region’s leader
in finding quality parts at
a reasonable price
• Ever-changing supply of

ists and a fleet of heavy-du-

pre-owned equipment of

ty service trucks. And when

all types

it comes to parts, no one
finds and delivers parts
better for any type of

We got our Komptech Topturn
X4500 in 2020 and have been
extremely happy with it. The
guys at Simplicity Engineering
have been terrific with ensuring
we had the training and
answered any questions
immediately. The combination
has been great for our
operation.
Clark Kadis

Agricultural Coordinator
The Farm at GreatHorse,
Massachusetts

We own a couple R.D. Olson
616 screeners so we have been
using Simplicity Engineering
to find parts we needed. Their
technical support has been
fantastic!
Mike Maglieri
Plant Manager
Western Maine

• A fleet of service vehicles

products, but we are

els. We have a full staff of

Here’s What They Say

• High-quality rental units
with customized contracts

We have had a long and
very good relationship with
Komptech and Simplicity
Engineering. We own a
Terminator, Crambo, and now
we are looking at a few other
units. Simplicity’s professionals
don’t make a sale and
disappear. They have come
down and checked in on us
regularly to find out how they
can assist us with our
operation. The service
team is top-notch.
Nick Guarino

Operations Director
Long Island, NY

The Nemus 2700 mobile hydraulic drum screen is built for high throughput screening of heavy soil, compost, mulch, and other waste materials.

B U I L T

T O

The Leader in Material

Simplicity Engineering

The World

the early 2000s and offers

Processing Around

began with Komptech in

With a specialized product

the entire Komptech line

portfolio that includes over

of shredders, turners,

30 different types of

screeners, and separators.

machines covering all key

We also carry all official

processes in modern waste

parts and service information.

P R O D U C E

Specifically built to
separate plastic, the
Hurrikan S mobile
high-throughput
windsifters remove
light fraction plastics,
using a patented
“pressure-suction”
process.

handling, a consultative
guiding approach to

A low-speed,
high-torque single
shaft shredder, the
Terminator processes
all types of waste
including contaminated
C & D debris, bulky
waste, mattresses,
tires, and municipal
solid waste.

solution development for
customers, and full-service
after-sales support and
parts, Komptech Americas
has become a leading
supplier to the recycling
and waste processing
industry.

Whatever Your Need,
We Build It

We service four main
Komptech began in Austria

categories of material

but became one of the first

processing which covers

companies in Europe to

almost all processing

introduce equipment built to

situations. We have two

process organic waste.

shredders for initial pro-

It was here that the precise

cessing, windrow turners,

European engineering

both star and trommel

behind the current material

screeners, and finally

processing equipment took

specialty separators.

shape. And, although the

To learn more, go to

first Komptech machine was

www.KomptechAmericas.com

sold in the United States
in 1999, the Komptech
brand wasn’t established in
the West until 2007, when
Komptech Americas
was founded.

The Topturn X4500
is a robust windrow
turner perfect for small
and medium-sized
operations.

A true star
screener,
Komptech’s
Multistar XL3 is a
high-throughput
3- or 2- fraction
star screen
designed for
medium and large
volume producers
of mulch, soil,
and compost.

Tough as the materials it screens, the RDO 616 screener is available in 2- or 3-deck models and thoroughly sorts rock, stone, concrete, and sand.

R O C K

S O L I D

If It Needs Crushing,

RDO has constructed

We Do It.

T O U G H

We Are Crushin’ It!

Washing, Or Screening –

more than 140 wash
plants, as well as,

category of material

R. D. Olson builds quality

fabricating sandscrews

processing, R. D. Olson

and they are only built in the

and coarse material

crushes it, washes it,

United States. For three

washers. In addition, the

screens it, or separates it.

decades, R. D. Olson’s

Washington-based

To really get the complete

mission is building for its

manufacturer sent

story on all the products

customers the strongest,

thousands of conveyors

available, to learn more, go

over-engineered, best

and radial stackers that

aggregate rock crushing,

accompany these systems

to www.rdolsonmfg.com.

screening, recycling,

into the world market.

If it is in the aggregate

conveying piece of
equipment money can

All the employees pride

buy. Formerly the contract

themselves in the fact

manufacturer for CEC

that they build custom

machines for more than 30

specialty equipment for

years, R. D. Olson knows

projects that arise requiring

the market and customers

imagination, engineering,

so its products fit a variety

and creativity that it feels

of aggregate operations.

a manufacturer must

The tale of the tape says it

provide to our customers

all - fabricating more than

in the marketplace.

580 Jaw, Cone, Horizontal
Impact and Vertical Shaft
Impact crushers, 1,200
portable screening
plants “both wheeled
and on tracks”.

All American made, R.D. Olson has been building quality crushers, screen
plants, conveyor systems, and washing plant gear for more than 35 years.

Two Decades of

The company operates from

conveyor systems to

and also has service

Manufacturing Conveyors/

an 11-acre manufacturing

portable (tracked or

vehicles for onsite

Stackers

facility where it has

wheeled) systems for the

maintenance, as well

Since 1998, MGL Engineering

produced material processing

rock, aggregate, recycling,

as other services.

Inc has manufactured over

and handling systems for

and other material

3,000 conveyor/conveyor

projects throughout the USA

processing industries.

systems, crushing and

as well as Canada, Mexico,

screening systems,

the Caribbean, Latin America,

Being a smaller company

recycling plants, and other

and Africa.

allows MGL to be extremely

ors, no one matches MGL’s

nimble, allowing for seamless

experience, quality, and

custom systems. Its three

Reliable Conveyor Quality
& Built To Last

When it comes to convey-

principals have combined

The MGL range of

communication between

reliability. To really get the

over 100 years of

equipment runs from large

our customers’ technical

complete story and all the

experience in the material

custom-designed static

staff and ours. MGL

products available, go to

handling industry.

crushing, screening,

operates a fully-stocked

www.mglengineering.com/

washing, recycling, and

store for parts availability

conveying.

The MGL 842 T is an 80’ tracked stacker with a conveyor that has a 42” wide smooth belt, a reversing fan, and a fuel-efficient motor.

Quality Attachments

construction, demolition,

Indeco North America is

mining, scrap and recycling

dedicated to delivering

industries, our continuing

quality, innovative solutions

commitment is to deliver

that significantly improve

leading-edge products

the performance of our

and services that exceed

customers’ initiatives. By

our customers’ quality and

empowering our employees

performance expectations,

to constantly find better

meet their budgetary and

ways to do great work,

deployment goals and help

the company remains

them achieve a significant

passionate in our pursuit

competitive advantage.

of developing pioneering

scrap industries. Indeco is

processing and demolition.

to our customers and the

Their core lines include

communities in which we

hydraulic breakers,

operate.

compactors, mulching

Continually striving for

heads, multi grabs,

excellence, constantly

consistently focusing on

aggregate, mining and

recycling, material

that provide lasting benefits

and products and

construction, demolition,

the choice for landclearing,

technologies and products

improving our processes

equipment used in the

The Right Tool
For Every Job

With a long history of

our Northeast customers’

technology firsts that are

needs are the benchmarks

now accepted as industry

that guide Indeco’s every

standards; including the

activity. Through insight,

world’s largest hydraulic

experience, knowledge

breaker, the HP25000,

and perspective secured

Indeco North America

from over two decades

is the ‘Go-To” source for

of serving the global

the toughest, most reliable

pedestal booms, pulverizers,
and steel sheers. For
more information, go to
www.indeco-breakers.com

Below – Indeco has the Industry’s
widest range of tough, fuel-saving
intelligent hydraulic breakers for the
demolition of rock, concrete, and
other materials in aggregate, pipeline,
and highway applications

Dymax Has Been Shaping

Dymax has produced

For 135 Years

backhoes, loaders, dozers,

Metal Into Useful Tools

work tool attachments for

What’s in a name?

excavators, skid steer

Sometimes not much. Often

loaders, telehandlers,

everything. Dymax was

wheel loaders, and

born amidst the values and

track loaders.

beliefs of the Balderson
Dymax General Purpose Buckets
for Wheel Loaders, Track Loaders,
Toolcarriers and Telehandlers are
designed and built to provide years
of productive use and service

family. It’s a name that has

The Right Tools For Heavy

Rotating Shear

Equipment

accessories you may need

To find out about Dymax

for construction, material

Dymax Inc. is a diversified

tools including everything

processing, agricultural,

supplier to the agricultural,

from three-way side

and mining equipment, log

construction, forest,

buckets to millyard forks

onto www.dymaxinc.com.

mining, and rail industries.

to rock bucket excavators

For material processing

and everything in between,

equipment, Dymax work

check out all the tools and

long stood for quality,
integrity, and service.

tool attachments are added
to construction machinery.
For more than 130 years,

Dymax accessories are suited for machines with higher breakout forces, and are
designed to match individual loader characteristics, typically yielding additional
capacity and production.

Supplying Advanced

conveyors, and a variety

To Material Processing

processing. Corrosion

Trusted, Innovative

Materials and Technology

of machines for material

Equipment

Engineering solutions are

With over 40 years of

custom-designed and

products available, go to

proven history engineering

manufactured to ensure

www.corroeng.com/

intelligent solutions to tens of

optimal performance in

thousands of difficult

every specific application.

applications, Corrosion

CE’s innovative steel,

Engineering understands

rubber, and ceramic

the problem heavy

products are proudly

equipment users face.

designed and hand-crafted

Corrosion’s mission is to

in the USA with every

help build custom, cost-

product meeting the highest

effective solutions to keep

quality standards.

your operation running at
maximum performance. Its
core business is producing
rubber and ceramic lining
and protective layers for
haul trucks, feeders,

This unique wear-resistant liner
features high alumina ceramics
combined with the energy-absorbing
characteristics of high tensile
premium rubber.

Technology for the Mining
& Aggregate Industry

Find out more about all the

Corrosion Engineering’s haul truck
bed liners provide exceptional wear
and impact resistance to dramatically
increase availability, decrease maintenance, and improve productivity in
your fleet

A Wide Variety Of

creative solutions. We

country to find pre-owned

simple. Whether it’s a new

Equipment Priced Right

understand what that is

equipment for Northeast

or pre-owned machine, if

For Any Operation

like. Our customers need

customers. Regardless of

we don’t have it – we’ll find

We understand that

a partner that can find

make, model, or condition,

it. Give us a call or drop us

unexpected situations or

what they need when they

we can find a machine

opportunities arise and

need it at a price they can

that fits your budget and

an email. (413)-562-8653 or

budgets are stretched

afford. We have developed

price range. The inventory

thin. That means you need

relationships across the

is constantly changing. It’s

info@SimplicityNE.com

Simplicity is in our name
and how we do business.

When Only A Rental Unit

Our mission is to be good

make and model you need.

Find out how we can help

Can Do – We’re Here

partners with our customers

We have a wide array of

you right now with long or

We understand that some

and that means being

rental equipment that changes

short-term rentals. Give us

companies need quick,

flexible in rental terms and

weekly. Our relationships in

a call or drop us an email.

temporary solutions. That

contracts. Whether you need

the Northeast or around the

Simplicity is in our name and

is why we have a diverse

a short-term or long-term

country have helped us find

how we do business.

fleet of rental equipment

shredder, turner, screener, or

the right equipment for

Call us 413-562-8653 or

available.

separator, we can find the

the job.

info@SimplicityNE.com

It’s Simple. If Your

encounter. Whatever the

You Are Out Of Business.

get you back to work as fast

Equipment Is Down,

issue, we will do our best to

No one is more committed

as possible.

to service than we are.
Your trust is the most

We maintain a state-of-

precious thing we have

the-art fleet of service

and we understand if your

vehicles to provide routine

equipment is not running,

maintenance and 24/7

you are not in business. We

emergency repairs. Our

have a complete service

trained, certified technicians

team of professionals and

are dispatched to your

mobile service trucks that

jobsite on schedule to

are available 24/7. Best of

minimize downtime.

all, we work on all makes
and models. When one of

Simplicity Engineering

your machines goes down

certified welders and

unexpectedly, you can

fabricators can complete

count on Simplicity

any job to exact

Engineering to arrive at

specifications, from

your jobsite quickly.

attachment fabrication or
modification to structural
repairs or specialized
accessory manufacturing.
With a full-service paint
shop, we can match the
machine color of any
manufacturer to restore
your equipment to a
“like-new” condition.
Our expert painters can
handle any job, big or
small, and apply all decals
to your specifications.

Our certified technicians
are ready to diagnose and
repair any problem they

Complete Mobile &

Simplicity Engineering has a fleet
of service trucks to provide quick,
onsite service with 24/7 emergency
availability.

Onsite Services

Whether we are working
in our facilities or on your
jobsite, our diagnostic and
repair tools are state-of-the-art
to minimize your machine
downtime regardless of

Simplicity’s facilities are

weather conditions.

equipped with state-of-the-

• A mobile service fleet with

art diagnostic tools, so we

cranes
• Extensive experience with
all makes and models
• State-of-the-art diagnostic
equipment
• Most repairs can be made
on the job site
• 24/7 emergency services
• Certified mechanics and
technicians
• Preventive maintenance
programs

can identify and correct
problems quickly and cost
effectively to get you
working FAST!

When You Need

Our Experience

You Need Us!

Simplicity Engineering

The Right Part Fast

Reduces Down Time

Material handling

is comprised of

equipment is built for the

experienced professionals

worst conditions but they

that understand customer

still break – especially when

needs and are committed

you can ill afford for it to be

to making everyone

down. It is just a fact of life

successful. A critical aspect

in the material processing

of Simplicity’s goal is

industry. Finding a quality

delivering quality mobile

service technician is hard

service and parts for all

enough but finding the right

makes and models so we

part might be even tougher.

help customers reduce

With more than three

equipment ‘downtime’

decades of experience,

when issues arise.

we understand how to find
the right parts at the right

From Astec to Komptech

price quickly.

to Terex to Vermeer, we
identify, locate, and ship

We have been helping New

parts as fast as humanly

England material processing

possible. It’s not simple but

customers for more than

we make it seem that way.

three decades with parts
for almost every make and
model. As with all our
business operations, we
build relationships so when
we need a difficult to find
part quickly, we know
where to go.

Give us a call or drop us an email,
(413)-562-8653 or
info@SimplicityNE.com

Simple Is In Our Name and How We Do Business
249 Union Street
Westfield, MA 01085
(413) 562-8653
www.SimplicityNE.com

